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In today’s fast-paced world, almost everyone is in a hurry to complete daily and weekly tasks, including getting “fast cash” 
from an ATM to quickly fill up their tanks at the gas station. Using an ATM/Debit Card makes these errands quick and easy. 
While an ATM/Debit Card is designed to make our lives more convenient, ATMs have increasingly become a target for crimi-
nals.  ATM skimming is one of the ways criminals commit fraud with your ATM/Debit Card and steal your information. 
 
Below, is more information about ATM Skimming and tips to help you avoid becoming a victim of ATM skimming. 
 

"Skimming", where criminals steal your PIN and account number using devices and cameras that capture personal information 
is increasing dramatically and is becoming harder to detect. The first part is the skimmer itself, a card reader placed over a real 
card reader slot. When a card is slid into an ATM (or swiped at a gas pump), it is sliding through the counterfeit reader, “a 
skimmer,” which scans and stores all the information on the magnetic strip. However, to gain full access to the accounts, the 
thieves still need the PIN. Cameras hidden on or near the ATMs or gas pumps are positioned to get a clear view of the keypad 
and record all the PIN information. Some ATM skimming schemes employ fake keypads instead of cameras to obtain PINs. 

 

Please take the following precautions to prevent exposure to ATM fraud:Please take the following precautions to prevent exposure to ATM fraud: 

1. Use Your Eyes 
Before you use the ATM, briefly inspect the ATM device and surroundings to take notice of anything at all that may appear to 
be suspicious or amiss. Check for some obvious signs of tampering at the top of the ATM, near the speakers, the side of the 
screen, the card reader itself, and the keyboard. If something looks different, such as a different color or material, graphics that 
aren't aligned correctly, or anything else that doesn't look right, don't use that ATM. 
  

2. Inspect 
Even if you can't see any visual differences, push at everything. ATMs are solidly constructed and generally don't have any    
jiggling or loose parts. Pull at protruding parts like the card reader. See if the keyboard is securely attached and just one piece. 
Report any suspicions to your financial institution immediately. 
 
3. Use Your Hand to HIDE your PIN 
Cover the ATM PIN pad when entering your PIN number.  
 

4. Be Smart 
Use familiar ATMs and limit your visits ATMs in dimly lighted spots or used late at night could be more susceptible to fraud, 

while ATMs under video surveillance can be safer. Stay away from ATMs at retail stores or restaurants. 

5. Check Your Account Balances and Transactions Frequently  

Regularly check your savings, checking, and credit card accounts online. If you notice any suspicious activity, contact your     

financial institution immediately. 


